FAQ
Frequently Asked Questions

Q01. If I am eliminated as the Renegade while playing the shadow-gunslinger variant, do I immediately count the revealed role cards to join either faction?
A. No, you take the “shadow-Renegade” role card, but you are temporarily out from the game and must wait your next turn. At the beginning of your next turn, you re-enter the game as a shadow-Renegade, and establish your faction as described in the rules.

Q02. Can I play the shadow-gunslingers variant in a 8-player game?
A. Yes, you can. One of the shadow-Renegades uses the “shadow-Renegade” role card included, the other one uses his regular Renegade card face up, displayed as normal when he plays as shadow-Deputy, or turned upside down when he plays as shadow-Outlaw. With two shadow-Renegades, apply the same rules: when it is the turn of a shadow-Renegade, he checks all the other face up cards in order to establish his faction (Law or Outlaw). The other shadow-Renegade will be considered to belong to Law or Outlaw depending on his currently faction, if any. Otherwise just ignore it.

Q03. When playing with the shadow-gunslingers variant I am eliminated; do I maintain my character card?
A. Yes, you do. However, when it is not your turn, you are out of the game for all purposes and your ability does not work.

Q04. When the Sheriff kills a Deputy, does he discard his equipments?
A. Yes, he must discard also his equipments.

Q05. How does Lucky Duke work with the Rhum?
A. Lucky Duke draws up to 5 cards instead of 4.

Q06. If in Jail, can Don Bell activate his ability?
A. No, he can’t.

Q07. If I buy a “Wanted”, when am I supposed to play it?
A. You must play it immediately in front of you or in front of another player.

Q08. How does the Gold Rush equipment work with Josh McCloud if he is a shadow-gunslinger?
A. When Josh’s turn is over, he discards all the cards in hand and in front of him since he has no life points. Now he can take another turn (he draws two new cards, and plays as usual).

Q09. If I am eliminated and become a shadow-gunslinger, does Vulture Sam receive my cards?
A. Yes, he does! If you leave the game as “regular” gunslinger, Vulture Sam will take your cards because “All the rules for the elimination of the player still apply” (rulebook). But once you are a shadow-gunslinger, it does not longer apply, as specified in the notes.
Q10. Can I pay gold nuggets to discard an equipment card (e.g. a Wanted) in front of me?  
A. No, you can only pay to discard an equipment that is in front of another player.

Q11. Can I use a Beer to gain one gold nugget when there are only two players left in the game?  
A. Yes, you can.

Q12. How does John Pain work with the Rhum?  
A. He takes in his hand all the "drawn" cards, one by one until he has 6 cards or less.

Q13. How does Don Bell work with the Ghost Town?  
A. At the end of his turn, he is eliminated and he does not activate his ability.  
Ghost Town effect comes first and has to be resolved before anything else.

Q14. How does Tequila Joe work with the Bottle?  
A. If he chooses to play it as a Beer, he regains only one life point.

Q15. How does Tequila Joe work with the Gold Rush rule "You can discard a beer to gain 1 gold nugget"?  
A. He gains only 1 gold nugget, not 2.